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Note from our designer

This collection was a long time coming, and yet it’s certainly linked to collections gone by.  
The special woven design in the Etienne collection really started it all.  

That dobby design took a lot of testing and trying, weaving and re-weaving, 
but once we got it right, the rest all came easily.

Because it’s an amazing place, and I’m not sure there’s a better location in Belgium 
to photograph a collection that looks like this, we went…

BACK TO

La BRUGEOISE
All the original machines, tile floors, doors and names …it’s a real treasure. 

Amy Behn



COVERLET & ACCESSORIES
ETIENNE

Like I said, this design started it all, but actually it wasn’t ever meant to be a coverlet. It started out as throw and pillow 
collection, but I loved it so much when it was woven and finished, that I decided it should be a coverlet as well. We 
photographed it with the Tack and Canal stripe bed linen, and it also works with the Tahoe stripe, so there are lots of 
mix and match options. There are two ginger, black and bone colored stripes, one near the top and the other at the 
bottom of the coverlet. The bottom stripe is also in the pillow. It’s a medium weight construction, seamed downed 
the middle, and finished with fringe at the top and bottom.  

Available in coverlet (110x94”) and pillow cover (25x25”)

Color: Stripe

100% LI – washed finish
17,5 oz/yd2

THROWS & ACCESSORIES
ETIENNE

Here is the throw and pillow collection, brother to the coverlet collection. To me it feels a little old and a little new, all 
at the same time. The color combination is one that works well with many of our accessory collections, so it can be 
mixed and matched with a lot of other things, for example the Oscar and Foundry collections. Design wise, there are 
two ginger, black and bone colored stripes. One near the top and the other at the bottom of the throw. The bottom 
stripe can be found back in the pillow. It’s a medium weight construction, finished with fringe at the top and bottom.

Available in throw (55x86.6”) and pillow cover (25x25”)

Color: Stripe

100% LI – washed finish
17,5 oz/yd2

MARRAKESH

This collection has also been a long time coming. After introducing the Moroccan collection a few years ago, we 
repeatedly got the request to make it in a throw size... and it’s finally here! The Marrakesh is a slightly denser 
construction, same as the Manitoba and Juniper, but the stripe layout is the same as the Moroccan. 

Available in throw (55x86.6”) and pillow cover (20x20”)

Color: Stripe

70% LI - 30% WO – washed finish
18,1 oz/yd2
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ACCESSORIES & RUGS
JASPER

After much success in September 2022, we’re back with one more color in Jasper accessories... Faded black.  
There are pillow covers, a rug and pouch, all finished with a bone and ginger colored linen trim.  

Available in pillow cover (25x25”, 15.7x31.5”), pouch (9x6”) and rug (53x86.6”)

Color: Faded black

55% LI - 35% WO - 10% PA
30 oz/yd2

CONSTRUCTION

This rug collection is sturdy, strong and beautiful all at the same time. It’s the fabric of the Jasper collection, mixed 
and matched and seamed down the middle. There is a Natural/ Faded black version and a Natural/Ginger version, 
both available in two sizes.  

Available in rug (31.5x106”, 106x118”) 

Colors: Natural/ Faded black and Natural/Ginger

55% LI - 35% WO - 10% PA
30 oz/yd2
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TABLE LINEN

THE BELGIAN TABLE THROW

Because the location for La Brugeoise was chosen based on the plan that existed for the modern railway system, and 
because the stripe in this table linen collection has a bit of a railway vibe, it became the Railway table throw. The 
body of the throw is a sturdy plain weave construction in a bone color, with stripes in ginger, black and bone at either 
end, finished with fringe.

Available in table throw (55x71”, 55x91”)

Color: Railway

100% LI – washed finish
11.4 oz/yd2

THE LOCOMOTIVE STRIPE

Most probably no explanation needed on the name! This one will be lovely with the Railway table throw as well as 
the new Jasper place mats. The napkin has a ginger colored ground with a bone and black stripe on one end and a 
black and ginger stripe at the other end. 

Available in napkin (16.5x16.5”) 

Color: Stripe

100% LI – washed finish
2.7 oz/yd2

JASPER

These linen/wool place mats were first introduced in September 2022, and they were a hit! Now we’re adding two 
new colors: Natural and Faded black. They will work beautifully with the new Locomotive Stripe napkin and lots of 
existing open weave napkins from the collection. 

Available in place mat (13.5x19.5”) 

Colors: Natural and Faded black

55% LI - 35% WO - 10% PA – washed finish
30 oz/yd2



The Belgian Table Throw - Railway The Locomotive  Stripe

The Belgian Table Throw - Railway, ConstructionJasper


